7th Biochemistry Olympiad 2016
19 March 2016, Curzon Hall, Dhaka, Bangladesh

“BIOPARK” POSTER PRESENTER GUIDELINES
1. Poster Title should be simple and interesting/attractive since the majority of the
viewers/audiences of interest will be the students from different schools and colleges
(both Bengali and English medium).
2. The author number should not be more than two.
3. The Poster should be 100 centimeters tall by 80 centimeters wide. In general, one poster
will be mounted on each side of the board.
4. Poster should be designed using either Microsoft Publisher or Adobe Illustrator. The soft
copy of the posters have to be submitted in a) .pdf format (for evaluation)
b) .png format, or .ai format. ppt is also acceptable (for printing).
5. Poster Title should be aligned to the center or justified to left and the font size should be
large to highlight the title.

6. Font size should be reasonably large (clear to visualize) for making it easy to be read by
the viewers.
7. Organize the poster in a way that it is clear, orderly, and self-explanatory i.e. like a
comprehensible short story. The contents can be distributed to two or more columns into
several blocks. Only a few major points should be described and should not be loaded
with vast scientific data.
8. The poster may contain more pictures, flow charts or diagram than text for arousing
readers’ interest. High resolution pictures should be used but avoid resolution overkill.
The resolution should be at least 150 dpi, but no more than 300 dpi.
9. Poster presenting author must be available at their poster during their scheduled period
for presentation and adjudication as well.
10. Top three posters, evaluated by the juries, will be awarded.
11. Soft copy of the poster(s) should be submitted by March 03, 2016 for print.
For further information please contact to Dr. Mahmud Hossain
(mahmudbio1480@yahoo.com) and/or Dr. Md. Rakibul Islam (rakibul_du@du.ac.bd).

